Describe your idea with one concise sentence.

**MY IDEA IS: #SERIKALI YANGU**

#SERIKALIYANGU is a program educating and organizing Tanzanian Youth Networks to apply for Government led Youth Development Fund (YDF) via trainings, joining of SACCOS, media engagement and community dialogues.

---

**Name:** Hadza  
**Age:** 24  
**Profession:** University Graduate  
**Any Other Key characteristics:** She is an elder sister of two dependant siblings.

Concisely describe what is happening

Upon graduating 18 Months ago Hadza has been seeking for a job, she has sent her CV in many places and attended many jobs interviews with no positive response. She's now looking for opportunities to be able to self employ.
AWARENESS

Concisely describe what is happening
Hadza sees a Youth led TV program that talks of Youth Development Fund campaign, with information on how to join the movement.

FORMING A YOUTH NETWORK

Concisely describe what is happening
Next week, Hadza calls for a meeting among fellow unemployed Youth in her street and convince them to form a network and join the ongoing YDF project.
ATTENDING #SERIKALIYANGU CAPACITY BUILDING SESSION

Concisely describe what is happening

Hadza youth network attends business skills and entrepreneurship training, also hear from government officials on how to apply for YDF. Their constituency MP is also invited to be part of the community planning, also to commit to push Youth unemployment agenda in the parliament.

RECEIVING YOUTH DEVELOPMENT FUND

Concisely describe what is happening

Hadza Youth Network through joining the Government established SACCOS, and after the guidance to meet all criteria, receives the funds to start their businesses.
**HADZA OWNS A BUSINESS**

Concisely describe what is happening

Hadza now runs her own boutique shop with MPESA business on the side.

---

**ONLINE SHARING**

Concisely describe what is happening

Hadza and fellow youth from her network share their success stories online with other youth from other networks who are in the same process.